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Behind

The

Veil



Restoration

There is a movement towards
our holy calling, unlike any
other time in history and many
women are saying YES

Women are being restored
back to their  holy vow

lineage - the lineage of the
priestess in divine service.

Here is your
sacred invitation



V
Many women have become disillusioned and are seeking a higher way of connecting with their

spirituality.  If you can relate, you may find that you've been on a spiritual path for months or

even years and there are still deeper patterns and cycles in your life that you are still struggling

with causing anxiety, grief, pain, hopelessness and confusion.  

 

Although you may have had some "relief" from spiritual practices, it still hasn't helped get to the

root of some of the deeper trauma and pain you are carrying, example, your relationship to the

masculine and the unresolved pain body wounding within.

What many women are seeking is a higher cosmic and energetic principle and forsaking what

they've put on the altar that doesn't belong there that was made god.   

From Spiritually Disillusioned to Spiritually Whole



Women of the lover/priestess lineage carry a sacred vow template. 

 They are given an "impulse" of devotion which may have been

distorted through programming or pain.  In this distortion, women find

that they may have "given" over their vow of devotion and gave up

their vows, forsaking themselves.  Many women have felt they have lost

themselves in men when they felt a deep soul connection, giving

themselves totally to it while not having the heart, mind, and inner

strength to not fall into the shadows of obsession, compulsion, rage,

chasing, fixing, mothering and saving.

 

Example, you may have a deep incredible experience and soul

connection that leaves you dazzled and mystified and all in your being

pulls you towards that, as you desire to dance with it, as you desire to

let it all in, as you desire to allow for it to consume you, as you fully let

go into your being and devoted in love to it.   

Behind the Veil - The Holies of Holies



You may have given yourself over to a man in commitment to him or in

your vow of marriage to him and thought it would fill your deepest soul

desires for union.

 

Yet you find yourself unhappy, displaced, obsessed, powerless, creating

with consistent cycles of resentment, co dependency, neediness -  and

always struggling to ground this devotion in the 3D reality.   You may

try to "talk" to him about your needs, or may wait, convince him, may

even put your life on hold for him and find the devotion you desire

escapes you.

 

Simply: your man may not be fully deeply and completely in service to

you (even if married) and he may be distant, hot and cold, wishy

washy, reactive, unpresent, emotionally unavailable - making it feel like

you are creating with a pain body load you can't see to escape.

 

If you find that you've chosen men who can't meet you in the depth of

devotion you crave or have a habit of having deep energetic activations

by a man and unable to contain the energy...



Where you are not serving as the
HIGH PRIESTESS - it indicates

that your vow template is
fractured.

 

The behind the veil practices and principles are sacred rites of passages to help

women move into a higher connection to their sacred vow, to their sovereignty

and in the correct template with the immortal King and relationship with

masculine energy.



This is our epic devotional return



Space of Remembrance

This is the space of remembrance of our eternal vow we had in all lifetimes and dimensions.
This sacred practice is where we are creating with the divine masculine archetype itself where we

anchor the covenant  codes that are handed over from the universal archetype - the master
builder - to our men.

That place is where we will meet the King to whom we made our original vow - the divine
masculine principle in the universe and the archetypal divine masculine.

 
There is no way we can build at all on any foundation unless we go behind the veil, unless we

allow for the energetic cosmic spiritual call that comes from within.
 

Going behind the veil and living from that holy place through sacred practices can also provide
the space of possibility for the master builder (Divine Masculine Archetype) to ACTIVATE your

man - to hand over the codes to him so that he comes ready to build with God and you.
Since veil work is the potent space of sacred surrender - when you are in your deepest feminine

polarity it becomes the invitation for a worthy man to serve you deeply.



Book Your Divine Feminine Consult
 

When you are behind the veil, this becomes the space of alchemy - if we do not go into the
deepest space of surrender, we cannot initiate our men anyway with the highest point of desire to
be in soul satisfying communion with us. Attempting to create with your man outside the beyond

means his consciousness will not hear the divine call to serve you deeply.
 

The invitation for your man to rise is by you going behind the veil - doing the deeper inner throne
work of moving into the space of the deep mystery and space of beyond.

This process is also practicing your deepest divine feminine in the face of uncertainty, the
unknown, the dark, the distance, space, or separation and release living in the deep feminine pain

body.
If you're ready to do the deeper inner throne work and sacred rituals of the priestess behind the
veil and register for the divine feminine private mentoring program, book your complimentary

divine feminine consult by clicking the link below

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

http://www.divinefemininecodes.com/
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Additional notes to understand masculine/feminine dynamics
Feminine Polarity Dynamics: 

1. Surrender
2. Receiving Channel



Feminine in Uncertainty
 

One of the challenge for the feminine when there is conflict or uncertainty is disconnection from
within and from body/self.

Feminine who lacks connection to self:
1. Disconnects from body - leaves body

2. Stays in the head - goes into masculine part of self
3. Energy is over there with the man

The Feminine must stay grounded and centered in self, heart and body.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

 
Masculine energy will test the capacity of the feminine - can you handle the weight of this without
collapsing? Without sending your energy over to him or leaving your life/desires/passions/body or
not being present for you?
Masculine energy wants to serve the feminine. It doesn't feel the highest capacity to serve when
the feminine is in her unprocessed pain body storm - and deeper unprocessed shadows. 
Masculine energy programming to respond in the face of feminine storm - responses in order to
not harm the feminine: run, move away, hide, retreat
Masculine responds to feminine vulnerability/surrender in 3 main ways:
1. Run away
2. Meet it
3. Destroy you in it



 
How to master your Feminine being: 

 
When you want to create dynamically with masculine energy, you will need to understand:
1. Power of surrender - including sacred rites of passage work behind the veil with universal

masculine principle
2. Power of vulnerability

3. Power of receiving
 

If there is no way they can't penetrate, it's translated as:
1. I can't win with her

2. I can't make her happy
3. I'm not enough for her

And translates as I can't win
The Feminine wants to receive and drop in her body.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

You need to allow for your inner masculine to be a container/grounder -
where you don't project AT the man but it keeps you safe, grounded,
and secure.  If you haven't had any inner masculine alchemy work, your
energy body will always collapse in your storm. 



Your inner movement response to resistance is: 

1. Inwards - feminine - self

2. Downwards - into her masculine root

Not be masculine, take charge, or go into the reactive pain body, pick a

fight or be the man towards him.

Most often women in their pain body goes - outwards - reactive

towards the man.

 

There are often different shadows that reflects from the pain body:

 

1. Fixer/savior - wounded masculine

2. Damsel/martyr - wounded feminine

.3. Stuck - can't move on, move forward, heart is entangled with him

where there is no other places for any other masculine to penetrate or

be present for her. A woman in her deep pain body can't invite a man

towards serving her.   

When there is distance/space/masculine

resistance/separation:



How deep can you trust the masculine in the face of making a

decision when it's not choosing you?

Do you still have unresolved trust issues with men?

Is it always about what he's TAKING away from you or isn't giving

you?

Men are often use to women who can be angry and destructive or can

feel the energy of her living deep in her pain body - needy, anxious,

bitter, obsessive, compulsive - even at a distance.

 

Trusting the masculine:

When the feminine is in her healthy inner balance, her energy will

reflect in this way:  "I trust your decision and what you feel is best"

This is the energy space of being in deeper surrender and trusting

leadership - I'm going to so trust in that decision and I'm going to go

inwards and downwards - that even in that space I'm trusting that you

know what's best for both of us. This is a challenge to master when you

don't have throne work or live behind the veil.   

Trusting The Masculine



Embody Your Divine Feminine Power

Book Now

Learn Throne Power

Now

http://www.divinefemininecodes.com/


 
Unsurrendered women: fight, struggle, tries to convince, pissed, withhold, closed, stuck, longing,

fear, lives out her pain and expresses it. 
You have a depth of divine feminine power when you can give the masculine that much trust -
but only when you can hold your lover/priestess codes deeper because you are now in sacred

holy surrender to the divine masculine principle and serving the KING.
Then your man who's making a decision - that right now, the space between you and me is not

something I want to serve - this is the point of space where a man can get initiated to rise higher
- the masculine energy that meets trust gets initiated to respond in service.

Masculine energy can rise:
1. It can initiate him to rise

2. It becomes the energy response from other masculine energy

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

 Feminine going into superpower - living behind the veil - in the face of uncertainty she can hold
rest - she can go into the beyond, she can go into the mystery.
 
Feminine response: go into the unknown - going into a place beyond the unknown realm, in the
dance with the mystery - this is now when you are in your deepest feminine spirituality.
Going into deep realm: I can stand in the mystery, uncertainty, unknown, darkness - now you're
going into the universal masculine energy with that much power - the essence of the masculine
itself. The universal masculine energy rises and says: I will give you everything - I will meet you
there.



Learn Behind The Veil

Learn the sacred rituals to be the embodiment of the
unknown - carrying the codes within yourself - so you can

create the potential for a man to get the covenant codes from
his master builder - where he comes saying: I am ready to

build with God and you.
 

If you're ready to do the deeper inner throne work and sacred
rituals of the priestess behind the veil and register for the
divine feminine private mentoring program, book your

complimentary divine feminine consult by clicking the link
below.   

 
My calendar is open for a few discovery calls. Click the button

below to claim your spot.
Claim it Now - there are only a few spots open.  

Yes, Help me learn behind the veil

http://www.divinefemininecodes.com/


Embody Your Divine Feminine Power

www.nicolegayle.com

Sacred Power for

Lover/Priestesses 

http://www.divinefemininecodes.com/

